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Discussion Questions

What kinds of things do you read?  



Texts we encounter:

 WRITTEN

 Books, news articles, e-mails, instructions, signs, essays, 
journal articles, short stories, blogs, discussion forums, 
letters, memos, etc.

 VISUAL & AUDIO

 Photographs, films, T.V. shows, speeches, charts, graphs, 
diagrams, maps, illustrations, clothing, bumper stickers, 
logos, facial expressions, etc.



Alling Texts
 Hiring committees

 Saved by the Bell

 The Cosby Show

 Grownups movie

 YouVersion Bible-reading plans

 Air1 radio station

 Learning to Quilt:  25 Lessons

 Cookphilly.com

 Valspar paint can



Discussion Questions

Describe the conditions when you 
read.



Alling Reading Conditions
 Hiring committees:  serious, for career

 Saved by the Bell:  relaxed, for fun

 The Cosby Show:  nostalgic, for memories

 Grownups movie:  relaxed, but skeptical of adult humor

 YouVersion Bible-reading plans:  serious, for faith

 Air1 radio station:  relaxed, for enjoyment & faith

 Learning to Quilt:  25 Lessons:  concentrated, for new 
hobby using math & requiring precision

 Cookphilly.com:  open & interested, to explore new food

 Valspar paint can:  focused, for my kitchen to be 
painted attractively 



Discussion Questions

When is it okay to skim? 

When do we need critical reading?



Alling Levels of Reading
 Hiring committees

 Saved by the Bell

 The Cosby Show

 Grownups

 YouVersion Bible-reading plans

 Air1 

 Learning to Quilt:  25 Lessons

 Cookphilly.com

 Valspar



Definitions

1. Reading with a “skeptical” or “exacting” eye 
(Fowler & Aaron 138)

2. “reading that looks beneath the surface of a work, 
whether written or visual, seeking to understand 
the creator’s intentions, the strategies for 
achieving them, and their worthiness” (Kennedy, 
Kennedy, & Aaron 9).



Discussion Questions

Explain the process of critical 
reading.



Process

1.Preliminaries

2. First reading

3. Re-reading 

4. Summary

5. Analysis

6. Inference

7. Synthesis

8. Evaluation

Four (4) sequential 
operations:

analysis

interpretation

synthesis

evaluation



Discussion Questions

Why is critical reading needed in our 
scholarly life? 

Our professional life? 

Our  civic life? 

Our personal life?



Scholarly Life

 break down new/complex ideas

 connect new info. w/ what you already know

 complete assignments

 judge usefulness & validity of what you learn



Professional Life
 insure smooth operations

 solve problems

 generate new business

 protect your reputation



Civic Life
 decide “what’s useful, fair, and wise—and what’s 

not” (Fowler & Aaron 139).

 distinguish sound ideas, rhetoric, and 
composition

 Your independence & freedom (150) depend on 
your being able to determine sound reasoning  
(ex. new course scheduling & tenure legislation)



Personal Life
 forge healthy relationships

 reconcile personal problems

 helps you express yourself:  by first understanding 
complex issues, seeking various perspectives, & 
considering bias, you start earning the right to share 
your opinions



Texts Operate on Different Levels

1st “What the creator [of a 
text] actually says or 
shows

2nd What the creator does 
not say or show explicitly 
but builds into the work 
(intentionally or not)

3rd What you think”  

(Aaron 77). 

 comprehension

 meaning & bias

 value judgments



Strategies for Critical Reading
 Active reading = 

involved reading; more 
than once, to understand 
of how a text works, not 
just comprehension

Steps:

1. Preview material = 
examine front & back 
matter

2. Annotate = make 
notes on & ask 
questions of text

3. Summarize = distill 
text to its essential 
ideas, in  your own 
words (157)



Practice w/ Examples

Remember the basic steps for critical reading:
1. Analysis
2. Inference
3. Synthesis
4. Evaluation
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Need an example for lecture summary?

 Knowing what you do now about critical/active 
reading, what texts do you encounter?

 Describe a good critical reading of a text you 
encounter.  


